There is a strategic flaw by our annalist’s in Washington DC that advise our
politicians. If this was not the case New York City would have been on alert on 7/11/06 and not
after the fact. There is no excuse that our allies in Bombay were not advised. Our national
security services have had the piece’s of the picture and they are failing to connect the dots. Our
enemy is giving us their play book and we are not using it against them. To our enemy in their
world , on their timeline the year 7 11 is strategic to them. Which is why they attacked Bombay
when they did. Our allies in Madrid Spain were attacked on 3/11 and yet again, to them the year
3 11 is strategic. Sadly our Twin Towers were attacked on 9/11 and to our enemies, September
the 11th in yet a different year is a strategic anniversary date to our enemy. Duality of meaning
and purpose !
There is a book called strategy that is studied by the Army War College, Navy
War College and National Defense University. This book is also studied by other military
schools by
the British and Israelis. This book spells out why September the 11th 1915 is a strategic date to
hardline leadership in the communist party. Please note I didn’t say the average Russian family.
Russian families are as much a victim of hardliners in their country, as our families are at the
Twin Towers. Senior leadership, hardliners, understand that if it were not for military operations
under the Czar that subsequently killed too many Russian’s, it would have been almost
impossible for the Russian revolution to occur in the first place . The net result is that September
11th 1915 is their 4th of July. Regardless of any public ceremonies because of events in 1917.
The general point of strategy and case history is that the fastest way to achieve
your objective is to take the long way around . Going around the long way, rather than a head on
frontal assault is far less costly to your mission. The same point can be said regarding strategic
political issue’s.
Hardliners in Russia have enjoyed giving the American’s, British and Israel’s on
September the 11th, a political black eye on their anniversary date. With America major issue’s
were said and done on September the 11th during the Cuban missile crisis. The Iranian hostage
situation during the Carter administration on September the 11th . More recently the during case
of Win Ho Le at Los Alamos, at our nuclear lab. There is a direct correlation between happened
on September the 11th during the Cuban missile crisis and the Iranian hostage situation. In the
case of Win Ho Lee at Los Alamos the man sat in solitary confinement for 9 months , originally
scheduled for release on September the 11th and to this day the federal judge on the case can’t
figure out why the Clinton administration interfered with the case.
If by modus operandi this does not get your attention, hardliners did the same
thing to the British year’s ago in a case called the Burgess Mc Lean affair. These men had
defected to the Soviet Union during the Cold War. The British didn’t want to talk about it, trying
to cover it up from the British people. However something happened on September the 11th
during that case that subsequently tore the British empire apart, major spy scandal, change of
political leadership. As a precursor to the attacks at the Twin Towers things were getting said
and done all through the Clinton’s administration on September the 11th to see if our security
services would see the pattern of tampering, and more importantly was this country willing to
deal with treason. Hardliners were trying to give us the same type of black eye the way they had
forced the British to deal with during the Burgess McLean affair. When the transition team for
Bush Sr. hooked up with the Clinton’s team, a member of the Clinton’s team was wearing a
Communist Red Lenin Lapel Pin. A slippery slide to the Twin Towers from that moment!

This information is per the FBI agent assigned to the Clinton’s administration’s.
This agent was at the height of his career , doing back ground investigation’s on White House
employees and other security issues. A buddy of this agent, in the secret service told him about
the Communist Lapel Pin. There are things that Clinton said and did on September the 11th
concerning Usama Bin Laden that would make you very angry, per the Colonel that carried
Clinton’s nuclear football.
The book strategy has a quote by Lenin of the Communist Party. The time to give
your enemy the mortal blow is at the highest level of the moral decline of your enemy. I don’t
care
if you are Republican, Democrat or Independent. All I care about is the security and welfare of
my country. If we are objective this country was drug through the mud , domestically and
internationally by Republicans and Democrats because of the Clinton, Monica affair . A lot of
people may still feel that it was just about sex and a blow job, he just happened to get caught
when others didn’t.
It’s not an accident that the day William Jefferson Clinton apologized about this
issue at the at the White House in front of a 100 minister’s was on September the 11th. Willful,
malicious , strategic. His way of having the last laugh and giving this country the finger, quietly
to
himself . He than later proclaims that Monica was a badge of courage and honor. Duality of
meaning and purpose! The Monica affair alone is certainly not enough to put this country
through a capital case of treason, just because he apologized on September the 11th.
This point does prove treason. One of the highest level’s of national security is
energy next to communication that our military, and diplomats use. Without energy our country
goes into the stone ages. We are learning this lesson the hard way in New Orleans. During the
Clinton administration there was a patent issued that stops our dependency on foreign oil. In
plain
English no more gasoline or electric bills, this patent is why the hybrid automobile is in this
country. Not only did Clinton not fund this technology to bring it on line for this country or the
planet. He didn’t tell our country about this issue and neither did Gore! (HE BETRAYED OUR
COUNTY!!!!) What a play on words, somebody is guilty of treason and it’s not President Bush
(43).
Instead what was done was to take our country done the road towards hydrogen.
Sold to the country that hydrogen is environmentally friendly . Hydrogen has zero emission,
which I don’t dispute. What the American people don’t realize yet is that a key ingredient
needed
for hydrogen to occur in the first place is natural gas , without natural gas you don’t get
hydrogen. On global economic reserves, who owns 50% of the world’s deposits of natural gas,.
the Russians and the Iranians, marginalize the influence that OPEC has on our country only to
put our nation behind the 8 ball with the Russians and the Iranians. When you tamper with the
energy
policy in this nation to benefit our enemies the Russian’s and the Iranians that folks is treason.
An American minority citizen that owns this patent says to himself, I was granted
this patent from the United States, I’ll apply to Japan and Germany. The Japanese said we are
not going to issue a patent, instead they gave our country the hybrid automobile. If they can give
our country, the gasoline electric automobile , why not pure electric. Apparently the alternators

generate extra energy to go into a fuel cell for storage. This results in a continuous cycle, no
muffler and zero emission. Also known as free , clean energy, for our cars and ultimately for our
homes as this patent holder in this country, originally intended. For the first time in our countries
history we have a current President (43) , with connections to the oil industry. During his first
administration he made it clear to this country that our dependency on foreign oil is a strategic
threat to this country and has spent billions to correct the problem.
Im sure that special interest’s in Washington DC and OPEC like the idea of
losing
the strangle hold that they have over American families. I know that if a young married couple,
didn’t have to pay gasoline or electric bills, they could sure plan their own retirement and not
need social security. It’s not an accident that gasoline prices went through the roof, going into
the 04 election cycle . It’s not an accident that gasoline prices are going through the roof, going
into the 06 election cycle. Take a closer look at what is going on in Iran, Im sure they like the
idea of having all that Oil with no place to eventually go with it.
Want to reform the middle east with the littlest of blood shed walk up to the Oil
Pump and slowly turn it off, in the Middle East. I didn’t say blow up the oil pump, I don’t want
to hurt my economy. Stop the flow of the American, European, Chinese and Indian currency
going to OPEC nations. Force OPEC to float their economies from their gold reserves and they
will come into the 21st century slowly on their own and stop treating their people like walking
pipe bombs. If OPEC refuses, for those countries that are not already headed in that direction.
Their own people will turn on their governments. I’m talking about global economic warfare on
a scale
and on a co-ordinated basis between oil dependent countries ,that has never been done.
Special interest’s are against American families are trying to manipulate our
election cycles to maintain the strangle hold over families in . If you are an oil executive, what
would you do to maintain control on your monopoly and your alliance with OPEC nation’s. It’s
not an accident that oil prices went through the roof first in California going into the 04 election
cycle. It’s not an accident that BP executives caused the problems in our Alaskan oil fields
coming into the 06 election cycle. These guys have proven that they can’t be trusted and they
want to do some more drilling? Is it any wonder environmentalist are upset?, as we all should be.
Special interest’s and our enemies are banking on the short sightedness of American families and
our failure to see and understand the big picture.
The former head of yukos oil gets arrested by the Kremlin and thrown into a
Russian gulag by the Kremlin and they try to have him killed according to his defense attorney.
That the Russians are trying to use natural gas to regain the former glory of the Russian empire.
We have seen what Putin did with natural gas , Yugoslavia and Europe. Don’t forget Clinton
made decision’s to take our country down the road towards hydrogen. Duality of meaning and
purpose!
At the end of the cold war Gorbachev was celebrated as a world statesman and
man of peace. ( BULL CRAP ) Everything he said and did was a disinformation campaign.
because hardliners were upset that President Regan was going to deploy missile defense. So they
played possum. America you win the cold war, we loose. We said you are our hero. They said
can we have economic aide and we said sure , by the bucket fulls. Our country, Europe and the
rest of the world, everyone swallowed the bait, hook link and sinker. Now go back and tear the
hook and bait out. Gorbachev , Putin and his buddies are laughing their heads off.
We all remember President Regan’s speech at the Berlin wall, Mr Gorbachev tear

down this wall. Gorbachev said to himself all right, I’ll fix him! Per Brent Scowcroft national
security advisor to Bush Sr. Gorbachev goes to Prime Minister Gulag Horn of Hungary and
arranges for the release of eastern bloc refuges to go west. This was negotiated in may but
formally announced on September the 10th, that the East Germans were free to go. Which means
that the first day that these people were free to declare economic warfare on western economies
was September the 11th.

I don’t need to expand on what this did to the West German economy. The peak
accomplishment of Clinton’s international accomplishments was the Oslo accords. Again signed
on September the 10th. Which also means that the affect of Oslo kicked in on September the 11th
, just like what Gorbachev did in Europe. It’s understood that these accords had a direct opposite
affect of peace in Israel. Duality of meaning and purpose! Was Gorbachev Clinton’s sponsor as
a student in Russia?
The day our people got killed in New York at the Twin Towers, then national
security advisor Dr. Rice was supposed to give this country a speech on missile defense. Our
enemies knew in advance that this President wanted to do missile defense because of a mole at
an
executive level. Our enemies arranged for the death of our people so that our treasury would get
diverted to the global war on terror and not missile defense. This President is then mocked by the
press , politicians and others in this country?, because of his secrecy. I don’t want to see the
press tampered with in any fashion in this country by anyone. American and European families
have to realize that our enemies and the KBG know how to manipulate the world press, that the
liberal press, to them is their best friend and asset, against our country.
President Bush (43) has been attacked repeatedly because there were no weapons
of mass destruction. To properly understand WMD go back to first gulf and recognize the
trouble
our country went through to stop inbound scuds from hitting Israel, to keep the Israeli’s out of
the conflict and not go weapons hot. We deployed the Patriot Missile system. After action
report’s will verify that the patriot was not as successful at stopping inbound scuds as we should
or could have been. The Israeli’s said to themselves to heck with this we are not going to go
through this again. They subsequently designed their own intercept missile system called the
arrow.
Pre gulf war invasion 2 CNN takes a camera crew to Israel when they are in the
process of building their plastic safe rooms. CNN walks up to an ordinary Israeli and says
Sadam Hussein is getting ready to do it all over again how do you feel about it. This ordinary
Israeli citizen says we feel safe, we have our arrow intercept missile system. CNN then shows
pictures of the al samoud missile that Sadam had. Some of the missile’s that CNN showed
pictures off had a hole in the nose of the missile. Missile’s don’t have a hole in the nose of a
missile. So why was the hole there? Think of these missile’s with a hole in it as a special. In the
heat of the dessert Sadam’s men could pour or dump any kind of powder, or liquid chemical
hazard. Cap it of and fire it of towards Israel.
Israel sees an inbound missile, fires of their arrow in response. At down range at
higher altitudes, where wind currents and jet streams are more active. At the point of impact the
powder, liquid or biological is released into the atmosphere to blow where? The al samoud stood
to kill 1,000's if not 10,000's of thousands of people. Where ? Another Arab nation, Africa,

Europe or America. Generally speaking everyone has been desenitized in seeing just the Israelis
and people in Palestine do the dying. The al samoud is a leading reason why we had to go
weapon’s hot. This missile system stood to kill a lot of people. Who’s technology was this a
knock off from. The Russian’s, confirmed to me by a Colonel in the Pentagon. The DOD has a
recording of my conversation with Victoria Clark regarding my concerns. We are currently
seeing what Syria is doing with missile’s and ball bearing’s in the nose of their missile.

There is a picture of President Regan, Vice President Bush Sr. And Gorbachev
standing at New York Harbor, Governors Island staring at the New York skyline and the Twin
Towers before the first attack. Gorbachev came into this country with a smile on his face and
figuratively speaking a gun behind his back. This picture was taken on December the 7th (Pearl
Harbor Day). This is no more a coincidence ,than the picture of Clinton apologizing about
Monica
at the White House on September the 11th. Duality of meaning and purpose by both Gorbachev
and Clinton.
I don’t dispute that the Taliban and Al Queda are not valid targets. During the
cold war there was a man by the name of Marcus Wolf, he ran East German security. Also
known
as the Stazi, the equal to the KGB. In his memoirs he acknowledges as a joint collaborative
effort with the KGB they had trained middle eastern terrorist’s and others for decades. When you
do a back engineer study on the global war on terror, one of the first major attacks by terrorist’s
was at Munich when they killed the Israel athlete’s, courtesy of Black September. There was a
ceremony held to recognized the death of these athletes on September the 11th . Why did these
men call themselves Black September to honor and respect the men that trained them in the first
place.
Why are the hardliners so upset about the idea of missile defense. Do they already
have space weapon platforms aimed at this nation? Are you willing to risk the security of this
nation and your family that they don’t? If the politicians and military brass in this country had a
clue what hardliners were truly up to, would they have let the President sign the BRAC
Commission into law? Down size and centralize our military bases? Now these same politicians
and military brass are talking about shutting down Cheyenne Mountain in Colorado. Originally
built to detect and survive a first strike?
Andropov the Premier before Gorbachav realized by studying our automotive
advertizing world, that our nation is exceptionally vulnerable to label brand loyalties. That by
changing the brand, they could change the label, change the problem. In Russia I will refer to
this
in it’s simplest form as the pavlovian factor, in our country subliminal programming. When this
issue is properly understood, it will go along way in understanding why the manipulation
of our media is so central, to not only our enemies in Russia but all over the world as
well.
You have to admire what Gorbachev pulled off on this country and the rest of the
world. He told his state run controlled security services, KGB, GRU, his scientist’s, his computer

experts and other weapon people. Hey guys we don’t have a state anymore, can’t meet payroll,
we lost the cold war?
We are going to have to lay you off . But on the side, to those loyal, to hardline
communist’s. We will no longer use your former official titles. From here on out we are going to
call you the Mafia, and Gangs , which is nothing more than another version of a totalitarian
environment . Those stupid Americans will buy this, hook line and sinker. Talk to the Russian
people, find out what the Russian Mafia has done to their country. Explore what the Russian
Mafia has done to Europe and America. Gorbachev turned his professional security services
loose to chew on the bones of the Russian people and the rest of the world with willful malicious
intent. As part of his disinformation campaign against the West.
As part of the hardliners continued disinformation campaign against the West,
will take us to the Middle East and Afghanistan. Their disinformation campaign starts in Russia,
Iran,
Syria, Lebanon, and finally Palestine. A battle of the surrogates and proxies. The anti war
movement in this country is very strong and our enemies are banking on this issue going into our
06 and 08 election cycle. I darn sure don’t like my fellow marines , army soldiers and special
operations people, or the rest of our military coming home in coffins or permanently disabled,
anymore than the next self respecting patriotic American . This has to be said regardless of party.
The Middle East and Afghanistan is vulnerable to dictatorship. Our military has
gone into both of these conflicts and have torn these regions apart. We are now in the process of
retraining these respective militaries from the squad, platoon, company, battalion and regiments.
We are teaching them our tactics and unit discipline from the ground up, to their nco and officer
corps in both countries. If our enemies and the anti war movement has their way in the 06 and 08
election cycle and we pull out and not leave democratic institutions in place that are
STRONGER than the militaries that we trained, what happens next? Another dictator gets a hold
of these militaries, used against their country, and in another 5 to 10 years who is going to have
to go back and clean the mess up all over again, continuing the cycle of blood shed. My fellow
Marines, Army soldiers and special operations personnel will be at the tip of the sword doing the
lion share of the dying all over again.
One of the few democratic politicians that has had integrity for American
Families
is John Lieberman of Connecticut. Frankly I got tired of listening to him shoot his mouth of at
the
President regarding the middle east. I got one of his staffers on the phone, gave them a briefing
on 9 11 and challenged the Senator to go get all the facts from the President. Shortly after my
call, one night on the floor of the Congress the country is left scratching their head , when the
President and Lieberman gave each other a hug and a kiss of respect. The talking heads go off,
almost in unison what’s going on?
Folks what you have to realize is that there is a document in national archives
regarding the Twin Towers with a coded cipher in it and my signature that this nation was never
told about. Why ? Because I realized before the 911 commission report ever say ink that what I
had was dangerous. I faxed a document to Gram Gusti, he handled security for Thomas Keene,
Chairman of the 911 commission. I told Gram to tell Tom to talk to Chairman General Richard
Myers of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for a briefing on my finding’s before they went to talk to the
President. Why the excessive compartmentalization ? I didn’t even tell Gram what was going on.

How many people can say they have read the classified version of the 9 11 report.
If this country had a document signed by Gorbachev’s, Putin or any other senior
leader in Russia authorizing the Twin Towers then this country would be forced to start the draft
and go to war with Russia and I’m dead fast against this, even if I had a signed document like
this. Not that we can’t win but I don’t want to see average Russian families hurt any worse than
they already have been by communist hardliners. The only way we can take these hardliners
down
once and for all is from the inside at the bottom with their own people, through the rise of
democracy. The people I feel sorry for are the security teams assigned to protect these hardliners.
When true Russian patriot’s realize what Gorbachev and other’s are really up to in their country,
I wouldn’t want to be in the shoes of those security teams.
Lets not over look the fact that one of our other enemies in the world could just
as easily have seen the Russian hardliners tampering on September 11th , used it against us in
anticipation that our two countries would go toe to toe with each other, and do their dirty work
for them. Who would stand to gain the most in that conflict, hardliners in China that are against
reform efforts. I’m glad these hardliners swallowed their poison pill by taking back Hong Kong
from the British. What will China do when they realize. they don’t have to fight over energy as
they continue to become a super power. That they don’t have to use 2 enemies against each other
so they can come out on top. Their history is full of examples of divide and conquer.

If what I’ve said is not bad enough already things are now going to get
considerably worse. This country was in fact given one last opportunity to deal with treason
before our people got killed, care of James Bamford. This man is an investigative journalist
with impeccable credentials. Specializing in security matters , well known for his book The
Puzzle Palace. He released a book called Body of Secrets before our people got killed. In there
he discloses something called Operation North woods care of our Joint Chiefs of Staff during the
Cuban Missile Crisis. The purpose of Operation North woods was to kill American’s on
American soil so that they could create an excuse to go to war with Cuba.
Then recently we had a Sr. CIA official playing high price poker, with hookers,
defense contractors and politicians. Stuffing their pockets, while my fellow marines and soldiers
are in the field dying and coming home critically injured and disabled? I guess this CIA official
was just playing poker with himself because we haven’t heard who these other politicians were
yet! I’d like to think the FBI has the integrity to expose just who these politicians are. Is the FBI
afraid to expose them?, because the politicians would go after the FBI’s funding. Must be nice to
have people cover for you in federal law enforcement and very high place’s . Sure would like to
see the stock portfolio of staffers and politicians making out like bandits , because of conflicts
overseas.
I don’t believe that men like Former General Colin Powell, General Richard
Myers former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs or Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld would
authorize another Operation North wood’s and call it something else . Regardless of my
personal feelings of these men, if the Joint Chiefs were willing to authorize Operation North
woods once you have to allow for the possibility that they would do it again.
The Joint Chiefs would never declassify operation north woods, which begs a
question who gave James Bamford this information. Operation north woods is an operation dead
and buried in classified files of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Different time line nuclear weapons and

a different conflict. So who gave him this information, probably the same mole , that told our
enemies that President Bush 43 was going to do missile defense that subsequently resulted in the
death of our people at the Twin Towers. James Bamford owes this country the answers to some
very serious questions.
When you further analyze the conflict overseas , Christians killing Muslims, and
Muslims killing Christians who benefits? The hardline communists and the military industrial
complex of warring nations. Don’t limit your thinking to just Haliburton, multiply it times ten.
Our country already went through this during Vietnam. Politicians come and go but the
bureaucracy that serves them is virtually always in place. Military brass retire and a lot of them
go to work for defense contractors . Boys and their toys want to play at the expense of my fellow
marines, soldiers and special ops at the tip of the sword. Is it any wonder that moderate Muslims
all over the world smell a skunk in the tool shed.
One of this nations largest’s institution’s ever build to defend this Country is the
Pentagon. When did this country break soil to build this facility. September the 11th , 1941. Our
military brass understand why September 11th is strategic to hardliner’s in Russia.
People in our national security apparatus are well aware of operation danger able,
able danger. Data mining, high tech, methods open source’s. What happens if a private minority
citizen, does data mining open source’s but manually? Doing things that even a state of the art
platform in artificial intelligence would not see to go. In it’s simplest form what I’ve learned
about
the security structure of our nation is a disgrace , with to many few exceptions. What makes me
more angry than I can tell is the attitude “ It’s not my job, I’ll take a report and pass the buck.”
That’s the attitude that got our people killed in New York and it is still going on.
Then this country wakes up one day and says we have all these dead people what happened.
People’s failure to think out of the box and apathetic attitude are still getting people killed.. A
hell of a lot more people in this country stand to die if we don’t deal with some things. I’ll
explain
After our allies in London were attacked I called a military attache at their British
Embassy in Washington DC. I apologized for their loss, gave them my briefing on 9 11 . Told
them that the longer my country avoids dealing with the political consequences of treason
regardless of how painful or how high this issue goes in our country. The higher the risk that
something worse then the Twin Towers is going to happen. nuclear or biological weapon in the
United States or Europe. Then Gorbachev is going to laugh his head off into the history of the
KGB of having pulled of one of the greatest disinformation campaigns against this country.
Can’t say for certain that’s why the British evacuated a city of over 30,000 strong, shortly after
my call with them. The British understand, why I’ve been trying to get my countrymen to come
to the table.
Let’s not forget what Lenin of the communist party had to say, The time to give
your enemy the mortal blow is at the highest level of the moral decline of your enemy. Our
enemies in Russia will hide behind the Taliban, Al Queda , Hamas or any other puppet they put
up to do the job, or with suicide bombers. Sure evidence will show after the fact and possibly
over a million dead ( or less ) Americans or people in Europe that the weapon’s came out of
their country, because of their black market and mafia, I mean KGB, I mean mafia what are they
called again? It’s a shell game by our enemies and we swallowed the bait, hook line and sinker.
The Twin Towers was just a warm up of what is yet to come. If this nations
security services, military , political structure and press want to ignore the messenger, please

don’t ignore the message. Let’s get down to the bottom of some problems and defend our
families
Thank you for your time I realize this is a lot of information to digest but the evidence is there ,
go look for yourself. I’ve listed all my source material for you to review.

